
My Narrative Ideas so Far



Where I wanted to start

‘Light’ was given as my key word and I 
immediately had a ton ideas running through my 
head, not in sense of creating a circular narrative 
but plenty of subjects in mind to photograph.

So what comes into my mind when I think about 
light?



● It creates and sustains life
● A constant property 
● Has many spectrums
● Travels in straight lines
● Creates Atmosphere
● It easily makes us feel calm and comfortable or scared and 

out of place*
● The biggest element within photography*
● It takes along time to master the art of light
● Can project colour
● Reflects on mirrors
● Objects which project light, Lamps, bulbs, signs, torch etc 



Original Test shots

I thought about creating a narrative within my 
flat, as I can’t get around much lately this seemed 
like the best option. Not because I don’t want to 
capture anything outside I just like the idea of 
staying inside and using light throughout a 
building. This is because I can use light to create 
an eerie atmosphere and project a certain time of 
day. So the first thing I did was to test shot 
certain objects around my flat to help get some 
creative sparks flying.







Lamp and Switch Possibilities 

● Bed side lamp - Narrative of a working day? 
● Waking up late at night? Nightmares?*
● Keeps a nice comforting glow
● Broken bulbs, wasted material, pushed aside till fix, one 

purpose. Without it’s bulb there is a state of retirement.
● Narrative flowing through a building through switching 

on lights. BUT WHY?
● Turning on switches at night when paranoid*



There is someone in my house!!

I like the idea of trying to create a narrative about 
paranoia. Light affects us in many ways, it make 
us feel safe and secure but it can also play with 
our senses and scare us. Using house lights to 
portray a uneasing atmosphere and help to 
create a circular narrative. 

(short example)





Use Darkness!



So I feel like I could really play within the walls of my flat and 
manage to create a narrative where light creates an 
atmosphere. Maybe play with the paranormal?* I need to do 
more research into film scenes which have these elements. 
Can you help?

But I didn't want to have one path to go down, I also want to 
explore with something a little more abstract. 

As I was taking photographs of some of my old cameras I had 
a thought; I was capturing the light bouncing off the mirrors 
within a brownie camera and imagined following a beam of 
light through the lenses of different cameras.







Through looking at the work of Duane Michals 
there is one element which I really like and thats 
the way he plays with the viewers perception of 
an image, there is some really clever and unique 
sequences that Michals has created.





Create a narrative which explores the 
technology of capturing light: Why? because 
light has always been the same in terms of 
what we see however our technology to 
capture it has become more and more 
advanced. I could use one light source and 
travel through the lenses of period cameras to 
end back at the light source. This way I can 
follow light, through a object which captures 
light, through the devices stages to end back at 
the light source. 





Feedback


